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Executive Summary
This document describes the deliverable D 4.3 Dynamic memory controller concepts of work package 4 of the T-CREST project, due 12 months after project start as stated in the Description of
Work. This document explains the problem of increasingly dynamic memory request streams in firm
real-time systems. We then survey related work on real-time memory controllers and conclude that
existing controllers are either too static, both in terms of implementation and performance analysis,
to efficiently cope with dynamic memory streams (e.g. requests with variable sizes and alignments),
or too dynamic and fail to provide firm bounds on bandwidth and response times.
To address this problem, the concepts behind a dynamically scheduled memory controller and corresponding performance analysis are introduced along with a step-wise trajectory towards its realization. The goal of this work is to provide guarantees at least equal to those of the existing memory
controller for requests with fixed size and alignment and outperform it in presence of more dynamic
request streams.
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1

Introduction

The complexity of embedded systems is increasing, as a growing number of concurrently executing applications are integrated on a single chip. These applications are mapped on multi-processor
systems-on-chips (MPSoC) that strike a good balance between performance, cost, power consumption and flexibility [14, 27, 12, 15]. Some applications have real-time requirements, such as a minimum throughput of video frames per second, or a maximum response time for processing those video
frames.
To reduce cost, platform resources, such as processors, interconnect, and memories, are shared between applications. However, resource sharing causes interference between applications, requiring
the resources to be shared in a predictable manner to enable bounds on response times to be computed.
This is particularly challenging for shared SDRAM memories for three reasons: 1) Applications have
become increasingly dynamic and input dependent, resulting in more diversified memory traffic that
is difficult to characterize at design time. 2) The execution times of requests and the bandwidth offered by the memory are highly variable and traffic dependent [2]. 3) For cost reasons, SDRAM
bandwidth is a scarce resource that must be efficiently utilized [28, 15, 8].
Applications may have different types of real-time requirements, depending on the nature of the
processing and the degree of pipelining in the processing cores. These application requirements
are reflected in the requirements of their corresponding memory clients. For memory clients of
throughput-driven applications, such as streaming media decoders, bandwidth requirements are most
important. Conversely, clients of latency-driven applications, e.g. in the control domain, primarily
have response time requirements. A contemporary complex MPSoC typically have many applications
with different types of requirements and a versatile memory controller must hence be able to satisfy
both bandwidth and response time requirements at the same time.
The requirements exist in three different classes, depending on the time-criticality of the application.
Applications, such as a Software-Defined Radio [18], have firm real-time requirements (FRT). Failure
to satisfy the requirements of their memory clients is highly undesirable and may result in failure to
comply with a given standard, or even violate the functional correctness of the MPSoC [26, 10].
Other applications, such as media decoders, have soft real-time requirements (SRT). Missing a soft
deadline results in quality degradation of the application output, such as causing visual artifacts in
decoded video. Although this is perceived as annoying by the user, it may be acceptable as long as
it does not occur too frequently. There are also applications with no real-time requirements (NRT),
such as a graphical user interface. Their memory clients do not have well-defined requirements, but
must still be served fast enough for the application to be perceived as responsive by the user.
The goal of the T-CREST project is to develop a time-predictable system that is easy to analyze
and offers good worst-case behavior. This work hence focuses on applications with firm real-time
requirements on bandwidth and response times.
Current real-time memory controllers typically rely on a rigid characterization of the memory traffic
at design time to satisfy firm real-time requirements. If the provided traffic does not comply with the
assumptions, the bounds on bandwidth or response times provided by the controller may either be
inefficient or invalid, potentially resulting in failure to satisfy the real-time requirements.
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This section provides brief background information to motivate the work outlined in this document.
First, we present a problem related to increasing dynamism in the off-chip memory traffic of embedded real-time systems that is not solved by current memory controllers to highlight the requirement
of a flexible real-time memory controller with a powerful corresponding performance analysis. We
then proceed by elaborating on real-time requirements of applications and focus on the subset of
these addressed by the T-CREST project.
The problem addressed by this work is hence to provide a flexible firm real-time memory controller
with a powerful corresponding performance analysis to manage the increasing dynamism in the offchip memory traffic of embedded real-time systems.
The rest of this document is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses related work on memory
controllers and explain why existing designs do not satisfy the problem considered in this document.
Section 3 then presents our proposed approach to develop a time-predictable dynamically scheduled
memory controller with a flexible corresponding performance analysis. Section 4 then proceeds by
reviewing the requirements of the T-CREST memory work package and explains how the proposed
design relates to them, before we finally conclude the document in Section 5.

2

State of the Art

This section discusses the state of the art in real-time memory controllers and explains why they are
unable to provide firm real-time requirements to applications with dynamic behavior in a scalable
manner. We first discuss memory controllers designed for firm real-time systems, before elaborating
on soft real-time controllers.

2.1

Firm Real-Time Controllers

Firm real-time memory controllers are suitable for memory clients with FRT requirements, whose
bandwidth and/or response time requirements must be satisfied even in the worst-case scenario. The
goals of these memory controllers are typically to maximize the guaranteed net bandwidth to all
memory clients and/or minimize their guaranteed response times. This is challenging, as both bandwidth and response times are highly variable and traffic dependent, and hence difficult to bound
tightly.
A problem for FRT memory controllers is that they are typically unable to exploit locality, since
locality is difficult to guarantee even for the memory accesses of a single application, and more or
less impossible for interleaved memory accesses from a set of concurrently executing applications.
This results in bounds on bandwidth and response times that are far away from their average values,
making it expensive to provide FRT performance guarantees for general applications. To minimize
this cost, some FRT memory controllers employ a close-page policy [23], which means that rows are
closed immediately after a burst [9, 21, 22] or set of bursts [1] is finished to minimize the overhead
of opening another row in the same bank.
Most SDRAM controllers can be classified as either statically or dynamically scheduled, depending
on if the sequence of SDRAM commands sent to the memory is determined at design time or at
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run time. Statically scheduled controllers, such as [4], execute precomputed schedules of SDRAM
commands that have been computed at design time. These controllers are suitable for memory clients
with FRT requirements, since bandwidth and response times can be bounded at design time by analyzing the schedule. The main drawback of these controllers is that their applicability is limited
to single applications whose memory behavior in terms of request sizes, alignments of requests, direction (read/write), can be exactly specified at design time. Since this is typically not the case in
our considered complex real-time MPSoCs, these controllers do not solve the problem addressed in
this document. However, note that such an application-specific controller can exploit locality, since
knowledge about the exact memory access trace enables rows to be opened and closed in an optimal
manner, resulting in a highly efficient, although very restrictive solution.
Dynamically scheduled memory controllers, on the other hand, schedule SDRAM commands at run
time based on available requests. The challenge with dynamically scheduled FRT controllers, such
as [21, 24], is to analyze the behavior of the command scheduler for requests with arbitrary and
variable sizes and alignments, which is required to bound bandwidth and response times. This is
why these controllers and other FRT controllers [9, 1, 22] assume requests to have fixed size and
alignments. If the memory traffic does not fit with these assumptions, the memory controller may
break and/or the provided bounds on bandwidth or response times may be invalid. As a result,
these dynamically scheduled firm real-time controllers do not cover the problem addressed in this
document.
A hybrid memory controller is proposed in [1] that combines aspects of both statically and dynamically scheduled approaches. The hybrid concept is based on predictable memory patterns, which
are statically computed sequences (sub-schedules) of SDRAM commands. These patterns are dynamically scheduled at run time, based on the incoming requests. The memory patterns exist in five
flavors: 1) read pattern, 2) write pattern, 3) read/write switching pattern, 4) write/read switching pattern, and 5) refresh pattern. The patterns are automatically generated [3] at design time based on the
timing constraints of the particular SDRAM device and the bandwidth and response time requirements of the memory clients [11]. The benefits of this solution is that it lifts the abstraction level
from scheduling individual highly inter-dependent SDRAM commands to patterns, which are sets of
commands, that are relatively independent. This makes both memory scheduling and performance
analysis easier.
Bandwidth in the hybrid memory controller is bounded by determining the worst-case sequence
of memory patterns that can be scheduled by the memory controller. This is easily done since the
scheduling rules of the patterns are very straight-forward and the length of all patterns and the amount
of data they transfer are fixed and known at design time. Response times are bounded in a similar way
by knowing the maximum number of interfering requests that can be scheduled by the predictable
memory controller arbiter and determining the worst-case sequence of patterns these requests can
map to [2].
The main problem with the hybrid controller approach in the context of dynamic applications is
scalability. Increasing dynamism requires more types of patterns to be computed at design time and
stored in a memory in the memory controller. Examples of this would be read patterns and write
patterns that transfer different amounts of data to address variable request sizes. A consequence of
this would be that each set of read and write pattern may require different length refresh patterns
and each combination of read and write patterns may require different switching patterns to stay
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efficient. This introduces a lot of dependencies between requests that must be considered by the
memory scheduler, defeating the purpose of the pattern-based approach.

2.2

Soft Real-Time Controllers

Memory controllers for SRT requirements are dynamically scheduled controllers that target maximizing bandwidth to optimize cost by accommodating more memory clients with a given memory,
and minimize response times to satisfy requirements of latency-driven memory clients. Note that this
type of memory controller considers average bandwidth and response times rather than the worstcase counterparts. This is because SRT requirements are typically verified by extensive simulation
instead of using the formal analysis techniques employed for FRT requirements. It is hence sufficient
to assert that application-level deadlines, which may be at the granularity of thousands of memory
requests, are satisfied with high probability, rather than providing absolute guarantees at the level of
individual requests [26].
Although this class of controllers can have a variety of policies for opening and closing rows [23].
Open-page policies are common, since locality in the memory traffic does not have to be guaranteed.
There only has to be enough locality to offset the penalty of row misses with high probability. The
average memory efficiency of an SRT/NRT controller can hence be much higher than for their FRT
counterparts. However, as the number of concurrently executing applications sharing a single offchip memory is increasing, there is more and more competition for the open rows in the memory,
possibly resulting in thrashing that reduces performance. For this reason, close-page policies are
gaining in popularity with multi-programmed workloads.
A benefit of SRT controllers is that they support any type of memory traffic. They are hence very
general components, applicable to many systems. The flexibility of these controllers stems from
that they are not concerned about formal analysis and providing bounds on bandwidth and response
times, and dynamically schedule memory accesses at the level of single SDRAM bursts, rather than
as sets of interleaved bursts. Scheduling at this finer level of granularity also reduces the average
response times for high-priority clients by reducing blocking effects from clients with lower priorities. However, since no bank-parallelism is guaranteed between consecutive bursts, these memory
controllers are unable to guarantee high memory efficiency in the worst case. For example, a typical
controller for a 16-bit DDR3-800 memory with a burst length of 8 words only guarantees 16% of the
peak bandwidth in case all requests are writes and there is a row miss for every burst. This bound is
determined by the minimum time between opening two pages in the same bank. It is hence derived
from the memory specification rather than the specifics of the memory controller, and applies by
default to many SRT memory controllers.
SRT memory controllers often feature sophisticated mechanisms to improve the average bandwidth
or reduce average response times. Examples that improve memory efficiency involve preference for
requests that target open rows in the memory banks [19, 25, 17, 29, 16], or that fit with the current
direction (read/write) of the data bus [13, 6, 17, 29, 16]. Example mechanisms that reduce average
response times of applications prefer reads over writes [25], which is beneficial if reads are blocking
while writes are posted, or let high-priority memory clients preempt lower priority clients [16]. Another technique to reduce latency is presented in [19] that schedules memory bursts belonging to the
same requests simultaneously thereby unblocking the stalling processor earlier. It is also proposed
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in [20] to try to schedule refresh operations during idle cycles when there are no requests pending
or even executing multiple refresh operations in sequence when idle to amortize overhead [5]. To
further improve performance, Intel proposed an adaptive page policy [7] that dynamically switches
between open- and close-page policies based on the locality in the memory steams. Although these
mechanisms help SRT memory controllers fulfill their goals, the interactions between these mechanisms and dynamic command schedulers are complex, making it difficult to derive useful bounds on
response times, and even to show that the 16% bound on bandwidth applies. For this reason, current
SRT controllers do not satisfy the problem considered in this work.
We hence conclude that there is currently no memory controller with a corresponding performance
analysis that provide efficient bounds on bandwidth and response times to FRT memory clients with
variable request sizes and alignments in a scalable manner. This is the motivation for this work.

3

Approach to Dynamic Command Scheduling

Having establish why existing memory controller designs and analyses are insufficient for the problem described in this document, we proceed by outlining our approach to address the issue. First,
we provide an overview by explaining our starting point and general idea. We then continue by discussing the design of a dynamically scheduled memory controller back-end and its corresponding
performance analysis.

3.1

Overview of Approach

The starting point for this work is the hybrid memory controller discussed in Section 2.1. The main
reasons for this choice are that it is a time-predictable architecture with available implementations in
both SystemC and VHDL and state-of-the-art analysis implemented in an accompanying tool-flow.
This enables the proposed dynamic command scheduling and analysis to build on existing work,
speeding up development and reducing risk. The approach used in this work hence implies addressing
the scalability problem of the existing hybrid memory controller by introducing a dynamic scheduler
and generalize the existing analysis to manage the increased flexibility of the memory controller
design, such as efficiently supporting requests with variable size and alignment.
The architecture of the hybrid memory controller is shown in Figure 1. It is divided into a frontend and a back-end. The front-end is independent of memory technology and contains components
to implement time-predictable and composable resource sharing. The back-end interfaces with the
actual memory device and makes it into a predictable resource. The back-end is hence different for
different types of memories, such as SRAM and SDRAM. In the case of an SDRAM, the back-end
is responsible for memory mapping, i.e. translating logical addresses used by software to physical
addresses inside the memory device. It also takes care of command generation and scheduling, which
in case of the hybrid memory controller implies determining which memory pattern to use and issue
its commands. The modularity of this architecture provides an excellent starting point for this work,
as it implies developing a new dynamically scheduled SDRAM back-end that replaces the existing
one while reusing the complete front-end.
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Figure 1: Architecture instance of hybrid memory controller, supporting two clients.

3.2

Dynamically Scheduled Back-End

This section proceeds by discussing the design of the dynamically scheduled back-end that replaces
the pattern-based back-end in the hybrid architecture. There are three main goals for its design and
implementation: 1) It must be time-predictable and provide bounds on bandwidth and response times
that are at least as good as those of the current hybrid controller for fixed request sizes, and better
for variable sizes. 2) The area of the implementation should be small to fit comfortably on an FPGA
instance of a multi-processor system and synthesize at high frequencies to keep up with fast DRAM
memories. 3) To fit with the work on reconfigurable memory controllers done within the T-CREST
project, it must furthermore reduce the space required to store configuration data and reduce the
(re)configuration time, compared to the hybrid design.
The architecture of the proposed dynamically scheduled back-end is shown in Figure 2. Incoming
requests are sent to the command generator that performs memory mapping and generates an appropriate set of SDRAM commands (activates, reads, writes, and precharges) and stores them into
queues depending on the targeted memory bank. Refresh commands are generated periodically by
the command generator and are stored into a separate queue.
The command scheduler is responsible for looking at the set of available commands and scheduling them in a manner that does not violate the timing constraints of the memory device, which are
stored in a register bank. At any given time, there may be many commands whose timing constraints
are satisfied, giving the scheduling algorithm space to optimize for different goals. In the T-CREST
project, this goal is time-predictability and providing efficient bounds on bandwidth and responses of
requests. Three time-predictable off-line scheduling algorithms have been evaluated by the existing
hybrid memory controller [3], branch and bound scheduling, as-soon-as-possible (ASAP) scheduling,
and bank scheduling. While the branch and bound algorithm is not suitable for on-line implementation in a dynamic scheduler, the other two algorithms might be. Initial work on a dynamic scheduling
algorithm will hence evaluate ASAP scheduling and bank scheduling in the dynamic context. If these
algorithms are shown to be insufficient for the efficiency and synthesis goals of this work, new timepredictable scheduling algorithms will be developed and evaluated as a part of this work.
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Figure 2: Architecture of proposed dynamically scheduled back-end.
With respect to the reconfiguration goals of the design, the proposed design stores configurations as
sets of integers related to memory mapping and timing constraints. This is considerably less data than
complete sets of memory patterns, which is expected to reduce the reconfiguration time considerably.
The dynamic memory controller back-end will be designed in two steps with an increasing level of
dynamism and complexity. Initially, only a single memory request will be admitted to the back-end,
just like in the earlier hybrid design, to reduce the number of options for the command scheduler.
Once the implementation and analysis of this step is complete, multiple requests will be admitted
into the back-end, although FIFO ordering between them is maintained. This enables increased
pipelining of requests that improves efficiency at cost of increased analysis complexity.

3.3

Performance Analysis

The main challenge with a time-predictable dynamically scheduled memory controller is to develop
an analysis that captures the flexibility of the architecture, while still providing tight and efficient
bounds on bandwidth and response times. The analysis of the proposed back-end extends on the
analysis of the hybrid memory controller design. To maximize the bound on bandwidth and minimize
bounds on response times, it will assume a close-page policy. This choice of page policy is also
beneficial for analysis, as it makes requests relatively independent. The development of the analysis
will be carried out in two steps with increasing complexity.
In the first step, we assume fixed request sizes and try to reuse the existing analysis tools for the
hybrid memory controller. This enables early indication on whether or not the dynamically scheduled
approach delivers on the requirement to outperform the hybrid controller with the same assumptions
on traffic. This step may involve making improvements to the existing analysis tool to better capture
aspects of the dynamically scheduled back-end.
The second step introduces variable request sizes into the analysis. To improve beyond the existing analysis tools, requests of different sizes in a given interval have to be bounded. Otherwise, a
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conservative analysis has to assume the worst-case size for all requests, defeating the purpose of the
improved analysis. Bounding the sizes of requests in an interval can be done either by characterizing
the request streams of the memory clients, or by adding enforcement of a particular traffic profile in
the memory arbiter. We will investigate these options as a part of this work.

4

Requirements

This section lists all requirements in aspect CORE and scope NEAR from Deliverable D 1.1 that are
relevant for the memory work package. NON - CORE and FAR requirements are not listed here. The
requirements are followed by a comment regarding the extent to which it is fulfilled by the research
concept in this document.
M-2-010 No Re-Order:
The processor may have several read or write requests outstanding. The memory controller
shall not reorder these read or write requests from the processor.
The proposed dynamically scheduled back-end preserves FIFO ordering between requests from
its memory clients.
M-2-012 Compare-and-Swap:
The memory controller (and network interface) shall support a CAS (compare-and-swap) operation.
An SDRAM controller works efficiently with large blocks of data and small accesses, such as
CAS, should be avoided to enable efficient bounds on bandwidth and response times. CAS is
hence more suitable for implementation in the controller of a scratchpad memory (that may or
more not be close to the SDRAM controller) and is hence not discussed in this document.
M-4-020 DRAM Configuration:
DRAM configuration is memory mapped within the memory controller.
The interesting configuration parameters in the proposed back-end are the memory map configuration (degree of bank interleaving) and timing constraints of the memory device. These
are stored in memory mapped registers that will be programmable in the implementation of the
memory controller.
M-0-062 Memory Performance Counters:
The Memory shall have a cycle counter, which can be read out for performance analysis.
This will be done in the implementation of the controller.
M-5-064 Memory Access Instruction Latency:
The latency of instructions to access main memory shall be latency-bounded.
The memory controller is time-predictable and is designed to provide efficient bounds on response times of requests.
M-6-041 Bounded Memory Access Time:
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Any access to a processor external resource (i.e. memory, NoC) shall execute in bounded time
(depending on resource and access time).
See previous requirement.

5

Conclusions

This deliverable presents the problem of providing guaranteed service to dynamic applications in
time-predictable memory controllers. The concepts behind a dynamically scheduled memory controller and corresponding performance analysis are introduced along with a step-wise trajectory towards its realization. The proposed controller builds on an existing memory controller and analysis,
reducing the problem to the design and implementation of a time-predictable dynamically scheduled
memory controller back-end and adding support for requests with variable size and alignment in both
the implementation and its performance analysis. The goal of this work is to provide guarantees at
least equal to those of the existing memory controller for requests with fixed size and alignment and
outperform it in presence of more dynamic request streams.
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